Abstract. This short paper gives a detailed proof of identity between two classic formulas for the computation of the exact Miss Rate of LRU caches. An extension to the identity of two formulas of the expected time of a partial collection in the coupon collector problem is also presented.
Introduction
There exist two formulae for the exact computation of LRU Miss Rate. As early as 1971 W.F. King derived a formula to compute the fault probability ('miss rate') of LRU demand paging systems [King71] . And, in 1992, Flajolet et al. gave an integral formula of that probability [Flajolet92] . In their paper, Flajolet et al. mention that "King gave another form of that probability", implying that they used a different method for counting the same thing. However, to our knowledge, a formal equivalence between these two formulae has never been established yet. In this paper we show a direct equivalence between the two by algebraic means.
In both cases, hypotheses on the LRU system are the following: system is assumed to obey an Independent-Reference Model (IRM), i.e. cache accesses are independent of past history. Addresses of cache lines (or 'pages') are characterized by a 'popularity' distribution, i.e. a general probability law (not necessarily uniform). Finally, for readers familiar with HW design, the cache is fully associative (in other words, dealing with limited associativity such as in HW caches require the need of resorting to other models).
In this short paper, we show the equivalence of the two afore-mentioned LRU Miss Rate formulas. Proof is based on a simple rewriting mechanism that makes use of a combinatorial identity on the permutations of a subset of probabilities proven in Lemma 1. In a final section, we give an extension to the equivalence of two other, and similar, formulas for the exact computation of the expected time of a partial collection in the coupon collector problem under a general probability law.
King Formula for LRU MR

Notation
We assume a probability law with general (non-uniform) distribution 1 }, .. Probability law is often called 'popularity' of the addresses {1,..,m}.
Original Formula
King formula for the Miss Rate of an LRU cache of capacity j, 1<j<m is [King71] as follows
Miss rate is a summation over all the t-uples of size j, i.e. all the permutations of all the subsets of size j of the set {1, ..,m}. This Formula is also given in Fagin papers [Fagin77, Fagin78].
Rewriting of King Formula
Let J be a subset of the set {1,...,m}, with j=|J|<m, we introduce the notation:
p is independent of the permutation of the subset J, King initial formula is rewritten:
Flajolet Integral Formula
Original formula
An integral formula of the LRU Miss rate of a cache of size j is given by Flajolet et al. [ ] where [u j ]f(u) denotes the coefficient of u j in the polynomial f(u). It can be re-written using successively variable change x=e -t , distribution of the sum, computation of u j coefficient and distribution of the integral: 
We now define the following lemma which is proven in Appendix 1. It allows us to relate the two MR formulae using the quantity IJ defined above.
Lemma 1
Let J be a subset J of size j of the set {1,…,m}, 1≤j<m. It holds that:
Rewriting of Flajolet et al. formula
Using Lemma 1, Flajolet et al. formula is: Also since Miss Rate is null for a capacity j=m, it holds that 1
also be expressed as follows: ∑ ∑
At first sight, King formula may seem more tractable than that of Flajolet et al. since the summation is performed on a single value j and not on a subset [0,j[ or [j,m[. However this is very arguable since both expressions require the enumeration of all subsets which is intractable.
Equivalence of King and Flajolet formulas
Equivalence of these two formulas reduces to proving that:
Uniform Distribution
Let us first reassure ourselves all this makes sense with a simple uniform distribution (pi=1/m for all i). Using variable change X=x 1/m (i.e., mX m-1 dX=dx), it follows that:
is classically obtained using iterated integration by parts.
King Formula collapses to the well-known LRU MR value for a uniform distribution:
And Flajolet et al. on the other hand:
Before proving the equivalence in the general case, we first introduce the following lemma which is proven in Appendix 2.
Lemma 2
Let J be a subset of the set {1,…,m} of size j<m, and F be a numerical function. It holds that:
Equivalence of King and Flajolet formulas in general case
We give the proof of equivalence for a general distribution:
Identity is obvious for |J|=1 since: Also note that for j=m-1:
For the general case we proceed by induction on the size j: 
From the definition of IJ the following relation holds:
This stems directly from considering the permutations of J whose last element corresponds to the sum index 'i'. Consequently
finally leads to the desired result:
( ) [ ] 
which can be rewritten with variable change x=e -t , computation of u j coefficient and distribution of the integral:
In the sequel, we denote this expression } { j E ∆ . Using Lemma 1 and IJ notation, it follows that:
Let us notice that, for a uniform distribution:
where Hn is the n-th harmonic number. In their paper, Flajolet et al. also give a symmetric functions expression (or a variant of it, after index change)
where PJ is the sum of the probabilities of the subset J.
Alternative formula from Ferrante et al.
An alternative formula for the expectation of a partial collection, noted E[Xm(k)] -equivalent of Flajolet E{Ck} -and based on conditional probabilities is given in Proposition 2 page 7 of paper [Ferrante12] . It is very similar to King Formula for the LRU miss rate calculation since it requires the enumeration of all the permutations of all the subsets. Expectation for a partial collection of size k out of m is defined as: 
Equivalence of Flajolet et al. E{Cj} and Ferrante&al. E[Xm(j)]
For a uniform probability 
Conclusion
Using algebraic means we have shown the identity of two formulas for the exact computation of LRU miss rate and two other formulas for the expectation of a partial collection in CCP. Both identities make use of a combinatorial relation on the permutations of a subset proved in Appendix 1.
Let J be a subset J of size j of the set {1,…,m}, 1≤j<m. We want to prove that:
For sake of simplicity of notation, we note {1,2,…,j} the subset J. Identity is easily proven for j=1 and j=2 by expanding and evaluating the integrals. 
to make the proof more readable, hence: 
Without loss of generality we simply note {p1,p2,..,pj} the permutation and consequently {q1,q2,..,qj} the intermediate variables. Noting X=pj+1 and with the convention that a product is equal to 1 if it is an empty product (i.e., the index range is empty) previous equality is equivalent to: For n=1, we obtain the identity:
For the general case, one obtains on the left hand side:
and on the right hand side:
The n-th coefficient of the first sum is null for index i<n and that of the second sum is null for i- 
